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ABSTRACT 

 
In a simple words, the heart rate variability (HRV) refers to the divergence in heart complex wave (beat- 

to-beat) intervals. It is a reliable repercussion of many, psychological, physiological, also environmental 

factors modulating therhythm of the heart. Seriously, the HRV act as a powerful tool for observation the 

interaction between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. However, it has a frequency 

that is great for supervision, surveillance, and following up the cases. Finally, the generating structure of 

heart complex wave signal is not simply linear, but also it involves the nonlinear contributions. Those two 

contributions are totally correlated. 

 

HRV is stochastic and chaotic (stochaotic) signal. It has utmost importance in heart diseases diagnosis, 

and it needs a sensitive tool to analyze its variability. In early works, Rosenstein and Wolf had used the 

Lyapunov exponent (LE) as a quantitative measure for HRV detection sensitivity, but the Rosenstein and 

Wolf methods diverge in determining the main features of HRV sensitivity, while Mazhar-Eslam introduced 

a modification algorithm to overcome the Rosenstein and Wolf drawbacks.  

 

The present work introduces a novel reliable method to analyze the linear and nonlinear behaviour of heart 

complex wave variability, and to assess the use of the HRV as a versatile tool for heart disease diagnosis. 

This paper introduces a declaration for the concept of the LE parameters to be used for HRV diagnosis and 

proposes a modified algorithm for a more sensitive parameters computation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In sinus rhythm the HRV mean the temporal variations in (beat-to-beat) intervals corresponding 

to Heart Rates instant (HRs).  

 

HRV considered a universal instrument to analyze the  heart neural control.Also explain the 

degree of communication between sympathetic and parasympathetic impact on (HRs). Different 

pattern can describe the fluctuations in HR such as (linear, non-linear pattern), which classified 
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into periodical and a periodical oscillation. These patterns can be quantified in time domain using 

statistical analysis, in order to estimation the RR-fluctuations intervals. 

 

The analysis by spectroscopy for HRV reveals that the presence of two clear frequency bands 

variations of HR. High and low frequency band in the range vary from (0.16-0.4) Hz and (0.04-

0.15) Hz respectively. The higher band frequent act as a marker of vagal modulation, and the 

lower frequent band indicates the overwhelmingly sympathetic tone and barore flex activity 

[1,2,3]. Each of time domain and frequency domain methods were studied assuming that, the 

signal of HRV are linear [4], although it failed in full quantification the dynamic structure of the 

HR signals in order to extraction a highly sensitive diagnostic method for HR diseases.  

 

Really, HRV represent a result for both linear and nonlinear fluctuations. Some interference can 

modify the linear content of the variability, while constant nonlinear fluctuations. Moreover, the 

reverse may occur: interference, which up till now have been approved to make cardiovascular 

fluctuations depends on monitoring with linear methods, can just as well modulate the nonlinear 

fluctuations. This represent a great work in new drug improvement for patients’ treatment.  

 

In the present work introduces a novel reliable method to analyze the linear and nonlinear 

behaviour of heart complex wave variability, and to assess the use of the HRV as a versatile tool 

for heart disease diagnosis. The introduced new algorithm based on the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm 

considering whole cases of linear and nonlinear behaviour for the HRV signal and pattern unlike 

in Wolf and Rosenstein algorithms [5]. It is a Novel Reliable Method to verify the importance of 

using the modified Mazhar-Eslam algorithm as a precise predicting tool for HRV diagnosis. It 

allows to analyze the linear and nonlinear behaviour of HRV.  Moreover, it can be considered as 

a computer aided diagnosis (CAD) of HRV diseases.  

 

2. HEART RATE VARIABILITY PHENOMENON 
 
It describes the temporally variation in (beat-to-beat) intervals. Limitation of HR diagnosis 

method depens on many factors like physical, psychological, and surrounding environmental 

stressors [5] Backsstated that the validity of the autonomic component, using data from a 

different research study, in which many central and peripheral psycho-physiological observations 

were combined together while performing one or double duties which had a diverse physical 

requirements. For independence, sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system were tested, 

using different data  From various research, the Principles components analysis factors calculated 

on raw ECG data supported useful information like various autonomic modes of control were not 

clear in heart beats. The objective was to verify if factors taken out using residual HR as a sign 

variable validly reflected cardiac sympathetic activity.If the solutions obtained from raw and 

baseline corrected data were in acquiescencewith each other. This information about the 

underlying autonomic activity may raise the efficiency for diagnosis of HR(Figure 1 HR 

variation -control case). 
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Figure 1.Heart rate variation of a normal subject [6]. 

 

3. NEW (MAZHAR - ESLAM) APPROACH 
 
Recently, a novel of new approach titled(Mazhar-Eslam) algorithm clarified [5], which used 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) considering the merits of DWT over that of FFT. Although 

the FFT has widely studied, there are still under demands due to its benefits which are not given 

by FFT. Several points give the priority in choosen DWT instead of FFT.  1
st
is the hardness of 

FFT algorithm pruning [5]. Which is not suitable for case of few non-zero inputs located 

randomly. In simple words, sparse signal does not provide increase to faster algorithm.  

 

The 2
nd

 cause was the accuracy and its speed. Structure part of FFT are one unit and they have 

equal importance. Thus, it is difficult to choice which part of the FFT structure to delete in case of 

speed is crucial and error occurring. In simple words, the FFT is conceded a single speed also 

single accuracy algorithm, which is not suitable for sensitive dependence (SED) cases. 

 

The other reason for not selecting FFT is that there is no built-in noise reduction capacity. 

Therefore, it is not useful to be used. According to the previous, the DWT is better than FFT 

especially in the SED calculations used in HRV, because each small variant in HRV indicates the 

important data and information. Thus, all variants in HRV should be calculated. 

 

The Mazhar-Eslam algorithm depends to some extend on Rosenstein algorithm’s strategies [5] to 

estimate lag and mean period, and uses the Wolf algorithm [5] for calculating the MVF (Ω�) 

except the first two steps, whereas the final steps are taken from Rosenstein’s method. Since the 

MVF (Ω�) measures the degree of the SED separation between infinitesimally close trajectories 

in phase space, as discussed before, the MVF (Ω�) allows determining additional invariants. 

Consequently, the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm allows to calculate a mean value for the MVF (Ω�), 

that is given by 

 

Ω�
����� = ∑

Ω��

�

�
�	
               (1) 

 

Note that the Ω��
s contain the largest Ω�� and variants Ω�s that indicate to the helpful and 

important data. Therefore, the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm is a more SED prediction quantitative 

measure. Therefore, it is robust quantitative predictor for real time, in addition to its sensitivity 

for all time whatever the period.  

Apply the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm to the HRV of the normal case given in fig. 1, it is found that 

the mean MVF (Ω�
����� ) as 0.4986 Hz, which is more accurate than Wolf (0.505 Hz) and Rosenstein 

(0.7586 Hz).Figure 2 flowcharts for calculating Mazhar-Eslam MVF algorithm. 
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Table (1)shows the different results of the normal case among Mazhar-Eslam, Wolf, and 

Rosenstein algorithms. The MVF of ideal or optimum case should be 0.5 Hz as shown in table 1, 

thus the accurate one for the normal case should be so close of the range of 0.5 Hz. The table 1 

shows how algorithms’ MVF close to this range. The Mazhar-Eslam algorithm is the most 

sensitive as it is the closest on of the 0.5 range. The deviation shown in table one, the Rosenstein 

is highly deviated as its deviation is 0.2586. The Wolf success to reach a good sensitive level as 

its deviation 0.005, but it unlike Mazhar-Eslam algorithm because Mazhar-Eslam algorithm’s 

deviation is 0.0014. Also, from table 1 it is seen that, the Rosenstein algorithm has the lowest 

SED because of its quite high error( D =51.72 % ) comparing to the optimum, while the Wolf 

algorithm takes a computational place for SED (D = 1 % ). However, the Mazhar-Eslam 

algorithm shows more sensitivity (D = 0.28 %) than Wolf algorithm as shown in fig. 3. Besides, 

the optimum value of variance (Var) for healthy or normal case should tend to 0.25, thus it is 

found the Rosenstein is the worst one its variance value is 0.058274. However the Wolf’s 

variance is acceptable as it is 0.245025, it is insufficient because HRV depends on the heart and 

body matter and it needs the most powerful and sensitive tool to analysis it. The variance of 

Mazhar-Eslam is highly close to optimum as its value is 0.248602. Therefore, table 1 provide that 

Mazhar-Eslam algorithm is the most suitable for HRV analysis as discussed previously. The 

patient case deviation D for normal HRV case is calculated as 

 

��������	��� = |Ω�������
−Ω��� !

|      (2) 
 

the cases percentage deviation is to be calculated as  

 

�% =
#

������	
× 100%         (3) 

 

and, the variance for algorithms should be calculated as 
 

��' = �Ω�������
− ��(        (4) 

 

Table 1.The results of the three algorithms for the normal case shown in fig. 1 

 

           method                    

parameter 
  Optimum Rosenstein  Wolf  Mazhar-Eslam 

Ω� 0.500000 0.758600 0.505000 0.498600 
D 0.00000 0.258600 0.005000 0.001400 

D% 0.000000 51.720000 1.000000 0.280000 
Var 0.250000 0.058274 0.245025 0.248602 

 

The bar diagram in fig. 4 shows the percentage deviation of the three algorithms. From this figure 

it is seen that the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm gives the best result as it has the lowest percentage 

deviation (D = 14). At the same time, when calculating the variance to determine the accurate and 

best method, Mazhar-Eslam algorithm gives the best value. Figure 5 shows the bar diagram of 

the variance for normal control case using the HRV for Wolf, and Mazhar-Eslam algorithms. It is 

clear that the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm is more powerful and accurate than Wolf, because its 

variance better than Wolf by 0.0036. This result comes because the Mazhar-Eslam considers all 

the variability mean frequenciesΩ�
�����s unlike the Wolf method as it takes only the largest. Each 

interval of the HRV needs to be well monitored and taken into account because the variant in 

HRV is indication of cases. 
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Figure 2.The flowchart of the (Mazhar
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Figure 3.The three algorithms deviation for the normal case in fig. 1. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4.The three algorithms Percentage deviation (D%) for  the normal case fig. 1. 

 

 
   

 

Figure 5.The Variance of Wolf and Mazhar-Eslam algorithm for normal case fig. 1. 
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4. BIPOLAR MVF ALGORITHM 

 
The MVF "Ω�"diversity of initially closely trajectories in state-space is connected with folding 

of them. The presence of a positive part MVF �Ω� > 0�, for all initial conditions in a restricted 

dynamical system, is the vastly used definition of deterministic chaos. Thus, to distinguish 

between periodic signals chaotic and, dynamics the MVF Ω� are predominantly used. The 

trajectories of chaotic signals in state-space pursue typical patterns. Nearlydiverge trajectories 

diverge and converge exponentially, proportional to each other. A negative MVF�Ω� < 0�means 

that the orbit enticesto a settled point or stable periodic orbit. Negative MVFs are distinguishing 

of non-fogyish systems. Like systems display asymptotic stability. For more stability, the MVF is 

more negative. When MVF tends to infinity i.e. Ω�= − ∞, it is mean the excessive stable 

periodicity. 

 

4.1 BIPOLAR (MAZHAR-ESLAM) VARIABILITY FREQUENCY (BMVF) 
 

Generally, the HRV for healthy person (normal) seems to be periodic stochaotic signal, while the 

HRV for a patient is usually a periodic stochaotic signal. Thus, in case will be stable if variability 

signal (i.e. stochaotic signal) is periodic. Also, it gives an indication of utmost important 

information. Subsequently, stochaotic signal of the HRV periodicity should be studied and 

analysed for variability prediction. 
 

It is clear that the MVF is the most suitable and sensitive tool for predicting the HRV. Therefore, 

in the following it would be used to predict and verify the importance of HRV stochaotic 

periodicity. Also, it was stated that the positive part indicates case status and the negative part 

indicates the stability and periodicity. This explains the necessity to consider both polarities 

(positive and negative) of the MVF, (i.e. Ω� > 0andΩ� < 0). Also, it was stated that in the 

present work the stochaotic periodicity and variation in the HRV the negative and positive MVFs 

Ω�s should be taken in account. Thus, a new approach to be defined as Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam 

Variability Frequency method is introduced.  
 

Theoretically speaking, the introduced Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam Variability Frequency (BMVF) 

calculated from ideal HRV, that comes from ideal Electrocardiograph (ECG) is equal to 0.5 for 

positive MVF indicating a healthiest case, and is equal to – 1 for the negative MVF indicating 

more HRV stochaotic periodic signal. Thence, the difference of the introduced Bipolar Mazhar-

Eslam Variability Frequency Ω�0
������ is -0.5, and around this value, the case is healthy. For the 

normal (control) case shown in (Fig. 1), the introduced Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam BMVF Ω�0
������ is 

0.4986 and – 0.9832. The difference of the BMVF for normal (control) case is – 0.4846, which is 

very close to – 0.5. Consequently, the introduced Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam Variability Frequency 

BMVF has a great role in monitoring, predicting and diagnosing the HRV stochaotic signal. The 

BMVF has ability to monitor and follow up the patient case. It shows the disease by the positive 

BMVF (Ω�0
������ > 0) part and shows the periodicity by the negative BMVF (Ω�0

������ < 0) part. 
 

To verify and show the benefits of the BMVF some critical diseases data from the MIT-BIH are 

used. The table 2 discusses the introduced Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam Variability Frequency BMVF 

in many different cases from the MIT-BIH and compares it with Mazhar-Eslam, Wolf, and 

Rosenstein algorithms results. The figures 6 and 7 present the MVF distribution. 
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Table 2.The MVF results of different methods using normal case and the MIT

S
er

ia
l 

Parameter 

    Method 

Case  

Rosenstein

1 Normal 0.7586 

2 101 0.2500 

3 102 0.1600 

4 104 0.2100 

5 106 0.2300 

6 107 0.2000 

7 109 0.2200 

8 111 0.2400 

9 112 0.2400 

10 115 0.2800 

11 117 0.2300 

12 118 0.2500 

13 119 0.2700 

14 121 0.2500 

15 122 0.2300 

16 123 0.2300 

17 124 0.2500 

18 200 0.2300 

19 203 0.2300 

20 212 0.2100 

21 221 0.2100 

22 230 0.2100 

23 231 0.2200 

 

 

 
 

Rosenstein
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The MVF results of different methods using normal case and the MIT-BIH sample cases

. 

MVF BMVF

Rosenstein Wolf Mazhar-Eslam 

Ω�0

������> 0 

 0.5050 0.4986 0.4986 

 0.1700 0.0830 0.0830 

 0.1300 0.0530 0.0530 

 0.1300 0.0700 0.0700 

 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 

 0.1300 0.0667 0.0667 

 0.1400 0.0733 0.0733 

 0.1600 0.0800 0.0800 

 0.1700 0.0800 0.0800 

 0.1700 0.0930 0.0930 

 0.1600 0.0770 0.0770 

 0.1600 0.0833 0.0833 

 0.1700 0.0900 0.0900 

 0.1600 0.0840 0.0840 

 0.1600 0.0770 0.0770 

 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 

 0.1700 0.0840 0.0840 

 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 

 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 

 0.1400 0.0700 0.0700 

 0.1400 0.0700 0.0700 

 0.1400 0.0700 0.0700 

 0.1500 0.0740 0.0740 

 

 
 

Figure 6.MVF distribution 
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BIH sample cases 

BMVF 

� Ω�0

������< 0 

-0.9832 

-0.1200 

-0.0830 

-0.1100 

-0.1130 

-0.1030 

-0.1100 

-0.1230 

-0.1170 

-0.1330 

-0.1100 

-0.1230 

-0.1370 

-0.1200 

-0.1140 

-0.1140 

-0.1300 

-0.1130 

-0.1140 

-0.1100 

-0.1070 

-0.1030 

-0.1100 
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4.2 DISCUSSIONS 
 
To study and analyse table 2, the cases must be arranged related to field study. The results of the 

previous proposal is based on studding of 

introduced in next. 

 

4.2.1 STUDY OF SENSITIVITY D

 
The sensitivity dependence (SED) in prediction of the HRV is so important. 

results of computation of MVF for the four algorithms namely: Rosenstein, Wolf, Mazhar

and the introduced Bipolar Mazhar

relative the sensitivity. The next 

Wolf, and Mazhar-Eslam. The results were rearranged depending on Wolf algorithm results 

compared to Mazhar-Eslam and Rosenstein algorithms results, since the Wolf distributed has 

same variability in many difference cases.

 
The results in table 3 were grouped depend on the Wolf values. This table shows the sensitivity 

of the three MVF algorithms. The Wolf results show the cases in same area of diseases. Actually, 

they are different although these have the same main problem

ventricular ectopy, they have other diseases. Thus, the BMVF is used to predict any tiny change 

in HRV that depends on many information and different diseases. However, the BMVF 

algorithms success to predict sensitively t

sensitivity. From the table 3, it is clear that the Rosenstein algorithm is unsuitable for predict the 

critically heart disease cases and the long data set as however its sensitivity. The Rosenstein is

sensitive tool but its variation is not small enough to be accepted for HRV prediction because any 

tiny change should be predicted. The Wolf algorithm scores better accuracy than Rosenstein. 

Unfortunately, its results are stable in many cases and the HRV 

tool to be predicted. Consequently, the table 5.4 shows that depending on the result and cases 

status in MIT-BIH medical reports data, the Mazhar

MVF tool for HRV. The figure 8

figure 9 summarize the sensitivity dependence (SED) of MVF algorithms.

0.220.240.27
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Figure 7.MVF distribution 
 

, the cases must be arranged related to field study. The results of the 

previous proposal is based on studding of field is sensitivity dependence (SED) of algorithms is 

DEPENDENCE (SED)  

The sensitivity dependence (SED) in prediction of the HRV is so important. Table 2

results of computation of MVF for the four algorithms namely: Rosenstein, Wolf, Mazhar

and the introduced Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam (BMVF). From this table 2 the results rearranged 

relative the sensitivity. The next table 3 discusses the SED of three MVF algorithms: Rosenstein, 

Eslam. The results were rearranged depending on Wolf algorithm results 

Eslam and Rosenstein algorithms results, since the Wolf distributed has 

same variability in many difference cases.  

were grouped depend on the Wolf values. This table shows the sensitivity 

of the three MVF algorithms. The Wolf results show the cases in same area of diseases. Actually, 

they are different although these have the same main problem like supra ventricular ectopy and 

ventricular ectopy, they have other diseases. Thus, the BMVF is used to predict any tiny change 

in HRV that depends on many information and different diseases. However, the BMVF 

algorithms success to predict sensitively the HRV signal, they have variation in the accuracy and 

, it is clear that the Rosenstein algorithm is unsuitable for predict the 

critically heart disease cases and the long data set as however its sensitivity. The Rosenstein is

sensitive tool but its variation is not small enough to be accepted for HRV prediction because any 

tiny change should be predicted. The Wolf algorithm scores better accuracy than Rosenstein. 

Unfortunately, its results are stable in many cases and the HRV needs more sensitive and accurate 

tool to be predicted. Consequently, the table 5.4 shows that depending on the result and cases 

BIH medical reports data, the Mazhar-Eslam is the most sensitive and accurate 

figure 8 that presents the bar diagram of MVF algorithms SED and 

summarize the sensitivity dependence (SED) of MVF algorithms. 
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, the cases must be arranged related to field study. The results of the 

field is sensitivity dependence (SED) of algorithms is 

Table 2gives the 

results of computation of MVF for the four algorithms namely: Rosenstein, Wolf, Mazhar-Eslam, 

the results rearranged 

three MVF algorithms: Rosenstein, 

Eslam. The results were rearranged depending on Wolf algorithm results 

Eslam and Rosenstein algorithms results, since the Wolf distributed has 

were grouped depend on the Wolf values. This table shows the sensitivity 

of the three MVF algorithms. The Wolf results show the cases in same area of diseases. Actually, 

ventricular ectopy and 

ventricular ectopy, they have other diseases. Thus, the BMVF is used to predict any tiny change 

in HRV that depends on many information and different diseases. However, the BMVF 

he HRV signal, they have variation in the accuracy and 

, it is clear that the Rosenstein algorithm is unsuitable for predict the 

critically heart disease cases and the long data set as however its sensitivity. The Rosenstein is 

sensitive tool but its variation is not small enough to be accepted for HRV prediction because any 

tiny change should be predicted. The Wolf algorithm scores better accuracy than Rosenstein. 

needs more sensitive and accurate 

tool to be predicted. Consequently, the table 5.4 shows that depending on the result and cases 

Eslam is the most sensitive and accurate 

presents the bar diagram of MVF algorithms SED and 
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Table 3The SED of MVF algorithms in different algorithms using normal case and the MIT-BIH sample  

cases. 

 

S
er

ia
l 

Parameter MVF BMVF 

    Method 

Case   

Rosenstein Wolf Mazhar-

Eslam 
Ω�0

������> 0 Ω�0

������< 0 

1 Normal 0.7586 0.505 0.4986 0.4986 -0.9832 

2 112 0.2400 0.1700 0.0800 0.0800 -0.1170 

3 101 0.2500 0.1700 0.0830 0.0830 -0.1200 

4 124 0.2500 0.1700 0.0840 0.0840 -0.1300 

5 119 0.2700 0.1700 0.0900 0.0900 -0.1370 

6 115 0.2800 0.1700 0.0930 0.0930 -0.1330 

7 117 0.2300 0.1600 0.0770 0.0770 -0.1100 

8 122 0.2300 0.1600 0.0770 0.0770 -0.1140 

9 111 0.2400 0.1600 0.0800 0.0800 -0.1230 

10 118 0.2500 0.1600 0.0833 0.0833 -0.1230 

11 121 0.2500 0.1600 0.0840 0.0840 -0.1200 

12 231 0.2200 0.1500 0.0740 0.0740 -0.1100 

13 203 0.2300 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 -0.1140 

14 200 0.2300 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 -0.1130 

15 123 0.2300 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 -0.1140 

16 106 0.2300 0.1500 0.0770 0.0770 -0.1130 

17 212 0.2100 0.1400 0.0700 0.0700 -0.1100 

18 221 0.2100 0.1400 0.0700 0.0700 -0.1070 

19 230 0.2100 0.1400 0.0700 0.0700 -0.1030 

20 109 0.2200 0.1400 0.0733 0.0733 -0.1100 

21 102 0.1600 0.1300 0.0530 0.0530 -0.0830 

22 107 0.2000 0.1300 0.0667 0.0667 -0.1030 

23 104 0.2100 0.1300 0.0700 0.0700 -0.1100 

 

 
 

Figure 8.Bar diagram for MVF algorithms SED 
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Figure 9.MVF algorithms SED 

 

(Figure 8, and 9) show that the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm is the most sensitive MVF tool. 

The Mazhar-Eslam results change with a range of diseases but with a sensitive variation. 

The Rosenstein algorithm is out of comparison because its results have a huge variation 

for the same disease. The Wolf algorithm is sensitive, but its sensitivity is not enough 

because it is stable for many cases although they are different. Thence, it is so clear that 

the Mazhar-Eslam is the best method and as a quantities measure. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) is presented in manydiseases whatever it related to the heart or not. 

Besides, it has good prediction class or level and importance in modelling the heart risk. HRV is 

stochaotic signal that remains highly controversial. In order to have utmost importance, HRV 

needs a sensitive tool to analyse it. It is concluded that Mazhar-Eslam variability mean frequency, 

is a better qualitative measure of sensitivity than others. The Rosenstein algorithm presented 

lower sensitive +12	estimates than the Wolf algorithm to getvariations in local dynamic stability 

from small data sets. The data confirming the idea that latest outcome observations from the 

inability and ability of the Wolf algorithm and Rosenstein algorithm, respectively, to estimate 

adequately MVF of attractors with significant of convergence. Therefore, the Mazhar-Eslam 

algorithm seems to be more suitable to evaluate local dynamic stability for any data sets 

especially small one like HRV. When the data set size is raise, it be provided to make the 

observations of the Mazhar-Eslam algorithm more convenient, although other means as raising 

the sample size might have a same impact. The Mazhar-Eslam algorithm takes the same strategy 

of Rosenstein method for initial step to calculate the lag and mean period, but it uses the merits of 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) instead of Fats Fourier Transform (FFT) unlike Rosenstein. 

After that, it completes steps of calculating Ω�as Wolf method. The Mazhar-Eslam method care 

of all variants especially the small ones like that are in HRV. These variants may contain many 

important data to diagnose diseases as R-R interval has many variants. Thus, the Mazhar-Eslam 

algorithm for MVF Ω�
�����takes all of Ω�s. That makes it to be robust predictor, that appear in 

different results among Mazhar-Eslam, Wolf, and Rosenstein. The Mazhar-Eslam algorithm 

presents a new chapter for HRV prediction.  It contains a positive part for HRV as it is stochaotic 

signal. The introduced Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam MVF supports to follow-up the cases and it has the 

ability of monitoring. The Bipolar Mazhar-Eslam MVF shows that Mazhar-Eslam algorithm is 
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more accurate and sensitive than Wolf and Rosenstein MVF. The next table 4 discusses the 

sensitivity and accuracy of MVF algorithms as it is clear the Mazher-Eslam is the best MVF 

algorithm for HRV. 

 
Table 4. SED of MVF algorithms.  

 

Cases No. Mazher– Eslam (ME)  Wolf 

(W) 

Rosenstein (R) SED 

112, 101, 124, 119 

and 115 

0.0800, 0.0830, 0.0840, 0.0900, 

0.0930 

0.1700 0.2400, 0.2500, 2500, 2700, 

2800 

ME>W>R 

102, 107 and 104 0.0530, 0.0667, 0.0700 0.1300 0.1600, 0.2000, 02100 ME>W>R 

117, 122, 111, 118 

and 121 
0.0770, 0.0770, 0.0800, 0.0833, 

0,0840, 
0.1600 0.2300, 0.2300, 0.2400, 0.2500, 

0.2500  

ME>W>R 

212, 221, 230 and 

109 
0.0700, 0.0700, 0.0700, 0.0733 0.1400 0.2100, 0.2100, 0.2100, 02200 ME>W>R 

231, 203, 200,123 

and106 

0.0740, 0.0770, 0.0770, 0.0770, 

0.0770 
0.1500 0.2200, 0.2300, 0.2300, 0.2300, 

0.2300 

ME>W>R 
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